
Using Interactive, Temporal Visualizations forWWW-based Presentation and Exploration ofSpatio-Temporal DataHartmut Luttermann and Manfred GrauerUniversity of Siegen, D-57068 Siegen, Germanyfhartmut,grauerg@fb5.uni-siegen.dehttp://www-winfo.uni-siegen.de/winfo/englishAbstract. In recent years, spatio-temporal data are increasingly recor-ded in database-enabled information systems. To share the bene�t, often,a public data access is provided utilizing WWW-based visual interfaces.If spatio-temporal data are queried, data visualization and explorationin a spatial and temporal context is needed to better present and analyzespatio-temporal behaviours and relationships. In existing WWW-basedinterfaces of temporal geographical information or scienti�c data visual-ization systems, only videos, static visualizations (images) or, recently,VRML-worlds (Virtual Reality Modeling Language) are applied whichsupport neither 3D- nor temporal navigation, respectively. Additionally,these interfaces o�er only small support for further exploratory toolsaccording to the temporal domain and to conceptual database entitieswhich users are often aware of. In this paper, we propose an extension toVRML which supports the description of spatio-temporal (temporal 3D-)graphics and entities by integrating the valid time dimension and theentity concept. This is realized by a set of new VRML-nodes representingtemporal geometries, time references and database entities and a set ofinteractive visualization techniques extending standard VRML-browsersto perform temporal navigation and to further explore the visualizationduring presentation. One result of this proposal is that a new type ofvisualizations, i.e. interactive, temporal visualizations (animations), canbe generated, stored in �les, integrated in Web-pages and explored spa-tially and temporally by interaction or animation. This is demonstratedby two decision support applications from water management and urbanplanning.1 IntroductionIn recent years, the amount of spatio-temporal data stored in conventional �lesystems or in modern GIS- and data warehouse applications has increased dra-matically. In many applications these data are displayed and analyzed to obtainknowledge on technical and environmental processes as well as to plan, simulate,explain and evaluate management decisions.In order to analyze spatio-temporal data, data visualization techniques areused [3, 34]. This involves several steps: Querying and �ltering the data set from



the database or �le system by applying a database query language (e.g. SQL) or avisual query tool, mapping the data into some graphics by applying speci�c datatype- and task-dependent visualization methods, and then visually analyzing thegraphics in relation to spatio-temporal behaviours and relationships of concep-tual entities as well as certain inherent structures of linear or cyclic processes.These steps are done interactively and iteratively to extract new knowledge orto create visualizations for explanation and public presentation.Often, public access to the data sets of spatio-temporal databases is providedto facilitate data commercialism or cooperative work. In this case, the maingraphical user interface between the "everyone" user (e.g. practioneers, decisionmakers, researchers) and databases or database applications (e.g. data archives,e-commerce) is becoming WWW-pages. This is the platform most preferredbecause of its simplicity, ease of use, system-independency and the possibility tointegrate and combine di�erent data types in one interface.In existing WWW-based visual interfaces of temporal geographic informa-tion systems and scienti�c data visualization servers only static time-referencedvisualizations (images and, recently, static VRML-worlds) [11,20, 38, 2] and, inorder to keep the temporal nature of the data, videos [16,20] or, recently, anim-ated VRML-worlds [6, 38] are used to visualize spatio-temporal data. Althoughvideo-players o�er controls for temporal navigation of the video (e.g. pause,backward), they do not support a 2D/3D-navigation in the video-content. Onthe other side, VRML itself permits 3D-navigation, but does not feature a tech-nique which controls the time domain of 3D-animations during the presentation.However, with data visualizations more simple and easy to use, exploratorytools are wanted by the end user to facilitate private analysis and learning [6,26,18]. These tools change the way the data are viewed and may help di�er-ent features (information aspects) of the data to be made salient [41]. Besidesexploring the spatial and temporal dimension of the data (with techniques liketemporal navigation, spatial and temporal focusing and brushing, temporal com-paring [16,27]) the conceptual data structures (entity modeling) are becomingmore important for the viewer working with data sets of databases. This makesexploratory tools available which link the entity description (i.e. the non-spatialattributes) with the graphic (e.g. linked brushing).In this paper, we propose a seamless extension of VRML which supports thedescription of spatio-temporal graphical objects and entities by conceptually in-tegrating a valid time dimension and an entity concept. VRML is a standardized�le format and high-level description language for interactive 3D-graphics on theinternet which is supported by many browsers. It integrates user interaction with,an event/message passing between the objects in the visualization and a pro-totying and programming mechanism to extend the language with new objecttypes and behaviour [42]. This proposal is realized by a set of new VRML-nodesexpanding VRML to be a description language for temporal 3D-graphics withentity features, and by a set of interactive visualization techniques extendingstandard VRML-browsers to perform temporal navigation, object identi�cationand the exploration of temporal data and entity characteristics. With this exten-



sion, visualizations of spatio-temporal data sets and entities can be described asinteractive (explorable), temporal visualizations (animations), stored in VRML-�les on the internet, integrated in Web-pages, and explored in a spatial, tem-poral, and thematical context in standard VRML-browsers during presentationpossibly being a part of a public WWW-based visual database interface.The paper is organized as following: In section 2, we review existing visu-alization techniques for spatio-temporal data, and in section 3, we give a shortoverview on current graphic technologies competing with VRML. In section 4,we show which di�erent features of spatio-temporal data exist possibly inherentin visualizations and in section 5 which types of exploratory tools are neededto reveal it. In section 6, we explain the newly designed VRML-nodes and theirimplications. In section 7, we present some example applications and concludethis paper with a discussion and the plans for future works in section 8.2 Visualizing Spatio-Temporal DataIn cartographic applications (e.g. cadastral systems), the visualization of spatio-temporal data mainly comprises the mapping of states and changes on staticmaps [22]. Whereas time-referenced states are visualized in 2D or 3D applyingtraditional cartographic visualization methods (e.g. choropleth maps, isarithmicmaps, dot maps, net maps), change is mapped on temporal maps classi�ed instatic and strip maps. Strip maps are multiple time-referenced snapshots ("smallmultiples", cartoon) where change is shown via the di�erences between the in-dividual maps depicting subsequent snapshots. In static maps, time is mappedon a visual design variable [4] (i.e. shape, size, color, orientation, location, light-ness or texture) resulting in e.g. space-time-objects or time series plots (timeas a geometric dimension), particle trace maps (spatial behaviour of particles),super-imposed (overlayed) maps/spaces, arrow/ow maps (symbolized motion),isochrone diagrams, period-referenced di�erence maps/spaces.However, with static maps it is di�cult to view the data both in a spatial andtemporal context facilitating an understanding of processes rather than statesand the investigation of spatio-temporal relations and patterns. Generally, on dy-namic presentation systems (and devices) time is used as a new visual design vari-able inducing not only one but six new dimensions [25]: duration, frequency, or-dering, rate of change, synchronization and presentation time. However, present-ation time is the most used dimension to present spatio-temporal data resultingin the generation of animations and videos.Two di�erent types of animations are distinguished [9, 31]: a) temporal anim-ations: a change in the presented object's location, shape or attributes is basedon temporal data, i.e. there is a direct relation between world time which ispart of the data and presentation (system/real) time which is used to show theanimation; and b) cartographic animations: the animation method is applied tonon-temporal data, such as the camera position (viewing), light (rendering) orother animation variables and techniques [33], e.g. object change/motion (e.g.bubbles in water showing the stream), time-variant symbols for data values (e.g.



rain symbol), presentation change (e.g. highlighting). Also, user interaction maybe a cause for cartographic animations [31], e.g. observer motion (e.g. zooming),change of visualization parameters (e.g. isolines, color-mapping), the visualiz-ation method (e.g. re-expression, sequencing), the scienti�c model (e.g. trian-gulation, classi�cation) or the original data set (e.g. �ltering). If temporal andcartographic animations are mixed, a temporal legend is needed to di�erentiatebetween world and presentation time [21].Interactivity is becoming a main thread in exploring static and temporal visu-alizations (animations). It is ascertained that animations are more e�ective ininformation transmission if they can be temporally controlled by the viewer [16].More interactive visualization methods (e.g. information hiding, linked brushing,data probing) do not increase e�ectivity but allow experienced users to enlargetheir knowledge about the visualized data by exploring di�erent features (inform-ation aspects). More complex and partial relationships or causal dependencieswhich are not so easily visible from analytical comparisons may be revealed.This forces the current development, evaluation and integration of many user-driven exploratory techniques into the presentation systems of animations andvisualizations [6, 10, 1, 31].3 Transmiting Interactive Animations on the WebIn the internet, the visualizations of the queried data set of Web-enabled data-bases as well as exploratory methods are required to be present at the client side.Therefore, some systems transmit the underlying spatio-temporal data set fromthe server to the client where specialized visualization and exploration softwareis used for presentation (client-side data visualization), like in [6] or MapObjects[13]. Although, this scenario allows many exploratory tools such as data ma-nipulation or visualization parametrization, some drawbacks exist: on the clientside, operational and scienti�c knowledge in visualizing data is needed if not thevisualization is pre-de�ned or restricted; specialized software produces system-dependencies if not Java is used; no standard exists to transmit spatio-temporaldata and entities on the internet (however, HDF exists for scienti�c data) caus-ing software-dependencies; explorable visualizations can not be stored; and datadistributors loose the control on the data set and its type of visualization.A newly proposed approach is to attach the algorithmof a single visualizationmethod as executable to the data set and send both to the user where this methodis applied to the data [18]. But this requires special authoring systems, is limitedto only one visualization method and depends on the operating system.A better solution may be a graphical description of the visualized data whichis generated on the server and sent to the client interface where simple interactivevisualization tools may be hosted for presentation and exploration (server-sidedata visualization), like in [38,2]. If this description is enhanced with informationon time-references, change and database entities it allows more exploratory toolsthan in standard 3D-graphics (we assume spatio-temporal data as 3D+t-data).



Di�erent graphical descriptions for interactive (explorable) animations andvideos exist:MPEG-4 is a recently standardized but not yet implemented video standard[28]. It supports the description of spatio-temporal objects via animated textureson animated 2D/3D-shapes in a synchronized spatio-temporal context and allowslimited spatial and temporal navigation as well as further object interaction(e.g. hiding, moving). MPEG-4 is designed for storage and public presentationand needs the spatio-temporal graphics being encoded and then decoded forpresentation which limits server-side data visualization on-demand.Recently, new graphic �le formats for (streamed) 3D-animations (e.g. Fluid3d[30], B3D [5], ScriptV [40]) were developed which are used only for presentationpuposes with no or few features for user interaction. Also, new 3D-graphic librar-ies or programming languages (e.g. Java3D, Hypercosm with OMAR [17]) maybe interesting for interactive WWW-based interfaces. But every automaticallygenerated graphic need to be compiled on the server before transmitted to theclient for execution because each graphic description is a program.VRML is a standard graphic description format for object-oriented, interact-ive and animated 3D-graphics [42]. Visualizations of spatio-temporal data can bedescribed as animated 3D-graphics but which until now can neither be interact-ively stopped nor run forwards nor backwards (possibly with di�erent speeds) inthe browser because the unique time concept inherent in VRML is a model of the"real time". This is also recognized in [29] where objects in VRML are extendedwith an additional time sensor to animate its time-variant behaviour on externalevents. But VRML o�ers the possibility to integrate new language concepts andto enhance the presentation systems with new interactive visualization methods,e.g. temporal navigation.4 Analyzing Spatio-Temporal DataQuerying and interacting with databases means visualizing the data sets whichare in the database and analyzing them by placing the data in di�erent spatial,temporal or thematical context. This process stimulating mental cognition andunderstanding leads through several distinct levels which also characterizes thedistinct functions of visualizations: ranging from exploration (discover unknown)and analysis (check, test and evaluate hypothesis) with more interactivity untilsynthesis (identify and combine di�erent results) and presentation (convincinglycommunicate results to the public) [26]. On each level, the viewer follows di�erenttasks to reach distinct interpretations of the data [19]: identify values, �nd values,compare values of one or multiple variables, recognize clusters and trends in onevariable or correlation between multiple variables.So, normally each speci�c user question requires a di�erent visualizationbeing the most e�cient in transmiting the information or the features of thedata to the viewer, i.e. being easily recognized and correctly interpreted [41]. Thisdepends not only on the graphical design [4] but also on the user's knowledge, thevisualization task and on the type of information being transferred [6]. In visual



database interfaces providing access to the public, often, only basic backgroundknowledge and a di�use understanding of the data and visualization aims can beassumed. In this scenario, interactive visualization methods may help di�erentfeatures of the data to be made salient in one dynamic visualization which resultsin fewer server-client interactivity if server-side data visualization is used.We �rst clarify which interpretations (information aspects) of the visualizedspatio-temporal data may be revealed. This can be derived from the visualiz-ation tasks mentioned above. Then (in the next section), we examine possibleexploratory tools which support the revelation of these data aspects.The analysis of the spatial data component induces questions according tothe spatial existence (if?), spatial location (where?) and spatial extend or distri-bution, i.e. shape (form?), size (how big?) and texture (variation) of objects andnatural conditions. In relation to multiple objects spatial associations/dependencies(relationships?), spatial distance (how far?), spatial clustering (contiguity?) orspatial patterns (arrangements?) are of interest.The analysis of the temporal data component may answer questions relatedto the existence and non-existence (if?), temporal location (when?), and dur-ation (how long?) of single objects, facts and events. In relation to multipleobjects temporal associations/dependencies (relationships?), temporal distance(how long?), temporal clustering (contiguity?), or temporal sequences/patterns(order?) may be investigated [21].If both components are analyzed in combination other interpretations (in-formation aspects) may be revealed [23,7]. Commonlly, the user are interestedin states and conditions anchored in the spatio-temporal context (what?, where?and when?) and in spatio-temporal change of objects or facts, especially in itsexistence (if?), location (when? and where?), type (how? about location: mov-ing, rotating; about extend: growing, shrinking, deforming; about non-spatial: in-creasing, decreasing), pattern (how often?), rate (how fast?), sequence (which or-der?), trend, and in case of sets of changing objects in the associations/dependencies(about locations: approach, leave; about extend: merge, split, absorb, release),correlation or causal relationships.5 Exploring Data with Interactive VisualizationsInteractive (exploratory) visualization techniques are implemented on di�erentlevels in visualization systems ranging from direct, easy to use techniques likechanging 2D/3D-viewing parameters until indirect, algorithmic tools such aschanging the parameters of data �lters. The given information aspects may berevealed mostly by applying the exploratory tools distinguished in following cat-egories [41]: viewing, encoding/�ltering, reordering and algorithmic transform-ations. This categorization is motivated by the level of user knowledge and thedata context needed to perform the tools.For spatio-temporal data, �rst, interactive visualizationmethods which changethe viewing of the visualization are required. This incorporates techniques forspatial navigation (zoom (with level of detail), pan, rotate), temporal navigation



(start, direction, speed and resolution of animation) and presentation of a spa-tial and temporal overview with current position and current time, respectively.These techniques are wellknown, easy to use and exist in many presentationtools. Only the spatial 2D/3D and temporal context of the objects in the visu-alization are needed for execution.For analyzing the existence of data in time and space as well as clusters andpatterns, interactive tools for encoding and �ltering di�erent features of dataare needed, e.g. linked brushing and focusing. They are performed on graphicalobjects or time-referenced states by selecting speci�c spatial, temporal or them-atical values or value ranges. The operations are highlighting, colouring, hiding,�ltering or aggregating the data. Additionally, tools which switch the visibilityof graphical objects (visibility layers) or other data (e.g. transient labels, annota-tions, graphics, details) on some action (e.g. moving the mouse on an object) areuseful. These tools need the structural information on objects and attributes.In order to better compare multiple variables simultaneously in the spatialand temporal dimension, interactive tools for reordering the objects of the visu-alization are useful, such as spatial and temporal transformations (scale, move,rotate) or a change of the graphical design (colors, lights).Other exploratory tools (algorithmic transformations) may also be of value,such as investigating the original data (e.g. data probing) or computing new data(e.g. height, distance, areas) through the graphics (measuring), changing theparameter of visualization methods (e.g. color-mapping) or the methods itself,e.g. re-expressions of time (linear vs. cyclic perspective) or space, or querying, �l-tering, transforming and manipulating the data from databases. But these toolsare not considered for implementation because they need the underlying spatio-temporal data set to be performed and further knowledge in data visualizationon the viewer side.For better analysis of data sets of spatio-temporal databases exploratorytools of the �rst and second category are very important. However, in order toimplement these tools in the client interface temporal and structural informationof entity properties in the visualization description are needed.6 Extension of VRMLIn order to support the description of spatio-temporal entities and to implementmany important exploratory tools for the analysis of spatio- temporal data, twonew concepts are integrated in VRML: a) valid time, to permit the description oftemporal behaviour and a temporal navigation functionality; and b) the entityconcept, to leverage the abstraction level from single graphical object to con-ceptual entities known by the user from conceptual data modeling and queryingdatabases. Both concepts are realized by creating new and rede�ning existingVRML-nodes via the PROTO-mechanism and implementing its behaviour inJava. After a short introduction to VRML, the concepts and the newly designedVRML-nodes are described. A subset is already proposed in VRML History [43]and deeply explained in [24]. All VRML-nodes are de�ned by their type and the



list of attributes, each speci�ed by the event type, data type, attribute nameand default value.6.1 Introduction to VRMLIn VRML every visualization (3D-scene/world) is described by a set of objects(called nodes) which are instantiations of some pre-de�ned object types (e.g.geometries, materials, lights, sensors) and characterized by its attributes (called�elds) and the graphical and logical behaviour. The objects are organized in ahierarchical scene graph via transformations (rotation, scale, translation) whichdetermines the location and visibility of the objects. A special object type is theViewpoint which speci�es the position and viewing direction of the viewer in theworld.Utilizing an event mechanism, all object are able to send messages to otherobjects to modify their attributes. Sensor objects produce events on specialsystem states (e.g. user interaction, clock) and are, therefore, the origin of actionand animation in the world. An integrated interface to a programming languageas well as a prototyping mechanism allow the de�nition of new object types withspecial behaviour.6.2 Integrating Valid TimeThe time concept already existing in VRML simulates approximately "real time"by generating unchangeably events as time passes. For a better distinction, it iscalled system time in this context.In order to model temporal data in VRML-worlds, valid time is integratedas a new time dimension in VRML which speci�es the time when a fact in theworld was, is or will be valid. With valid time, each object in a VRML-world istransformed in a temporal object o : (a0; :::; an; vp) with the attributes ai andthe valid period vp. The valid period limits the time of existence or validity of theobject to a speci�ed time period [t0; tn) where changes to object's characteristicsmay appear. Outside this period the object does not exist. By default, all objectsare always valid, i.e. the valid period speci�es (�1;1).Transaction time which is used in databases to model the time when a fact isrecorded [35,36] is not integrated in this proposal because this time concept is notrelevant in data visualization, i.e. it has no special meaning in the visual under-standing of processes and spatio-temporal data. However, visualization methodswhich show the di�erence between two versions of the same temporal data arepossible.The valid period as well as the times of change are de�ned by a list ofconsecutive times (t0; :::; tn) via the period �eld of the newly designed ValidPeriodnode. The n times t0; t1; :::; tn partition the time domain (�1;+1) into n+2subintervals called version time periods where each of them may be associatedwith an object or attribute version, except the �rst and last one.



ValidPeriod {exposedField SFBool isCyclic FALSEexposedField MFTime period []exposedField SFTime periodOffset 0.0exposedField SFNode reference NULLexposedField SFBool fromStartOfRef TRUE} All time values are speci�ed as oating point numbers relative to a node-speci�c, local time origin which may be the global time origin or the start-ing/ending time of another already speci�ed valid period (via �eld reference)(for temporal causal dependencies), moved by an o�set (�eld periodO�set). Thismodel gives much exibility in de�ning absolute, relative and cyclic times wheremanipulations, e.g. moving an object in time, can easily be realized. Addition-ally, it avoids parsing di�erent date formats and calendars and allows some kindof independence of the time unit (e.g years, days, seconds) and of the resolutionof discrete time values.6.3 Temporal Data Modeling ConceptsThe research in spatio-temporal data modeling has identi�ed di�erent typesof spatio-temporal data [32,39, 12]: spatial objects a) without change (time-invariant objects), b) which only move, c) which only change its extent or d)both (time-variant objects) and e) changing spatial �elds which despite the dif-ferences in database modelling may also be represented as time-variant objectsin visualizations [39].Time-invariant objects possess only one non-changeable representation validduring the given valid period. Any time-variant object possesses di�erent time-referenced representations (versions) during its valid period which compose theversion history of this object. The description of these representation is done withthe known concepts of temporal data modeling [12,35, 36], i.e. time-(in)variantattributes, discrete(event-oriented)/step-wise/linear versioning (how do attrib-utes evolve over time?), and tuple-/attribute-timestamping. These results in thefollowing newly designed nodes which may be used in connection with the exist-ing graphical VRML-nodes (i.e. shape, appearance, lights, environment, sensors).Limited Validity and Time-Referenced Object VersionsThe new grouping node History is designed to limit the validity of its versions.Each version vi speci�es a local temporal VRML-world whose validity is givenby the associated version time period [ti; ti+1) speci�ed in the �eld period of theValidPeriod node which is the value of the �eld validPeriod of this node type.History {exposedField SFNode validPeriod NULLexposedField MFNode version []}



This node may be used: a) to limit the validity of a time-invariant objectde�ned as the �rst version; or b) to specify a time-variant object whose repres-entation is changing in a step-wise mode, i.e. consists of a series of constant,time-referenced object versions.Time-Variant AttributesAttributes of time-variant objects may be time-invariant or time-variant. Time-variant nominal attributes (of textual, boolean, image or node type) have to bemodelled via time-referenced object versions. Numerical time-variant attributesas well as attributes for coordinates and colors, no matter whether changinginstantly or continuously, are modelled via time series decribed in the next sub-section.Attributes of VRML's graphical shapes for the geometry and texture objectare handled separately because di�erent types of these objects exist which maychange in valid time (geometry: e.g. Box, Cone, IndexedFaceSet; texture: e.g.MovieTexture, PixelTexture). The HistoryGeometry and HistoryTexture nodesare designed to handle discrete or step-wise versioned geometry and texturetypes respectively.HistoryGeometry/Texture {exposedField SFNode validPeriod NULLexposedField MFNode geometry/texture []} Both nodes allow a possible later implementation of interpolation (i.e. morph-ing) algorithms for geometry and texture types.Time Series of Numerical AttributesTime series conceptually describe a list of pairs of attribute and associatedtime values which are the base points of a somehow interpolated attribute func-tion. For exibility, this is divided into the de�nition of two nodes: the timevalue (ValidTimeSensor) and the attribute value de�nition (Interpolator). Thetimes of the base points list are speci�ed in the �eld validPeriod of the Val-idTimeSensor node, the attribute values in the di�erent data type-dependentVRML-Interpolator (e.g. Normal, Coordinate, Scalar, Color) which uses linearinterpolation to compute new values.ValidTimeSensor {exposedField SFBool enabled TRUEexposedField SFNode validPeriod NULLeventOut SFFloat fraction_changedeventOut SFBool isActiveeventOut SFTime validTime}



Both nodes and the speci�c numerical attribute are linked by employingVRML's event/message routing technique. On every temporal navigation ac-tion, i.e. the viewer moves temporally in the given time periods of the time valuede�nition, the ValidTimeSensor produces events which are sent to the Interpol-ator and then to the attribute to change its value. Quadratic, cubic or otherfunctional descriptions may reduce the amount of base points needed to approx-imate a given time-variant behaviour in the interpolator, but linear interpolationis much easier to model, faster in execution and even used in databases [12].6.4 Temporal NavigationIn order to investigate the temporal dimension of the visualization a speci�cnavigation method is needed. Like in 3D-navigation, a "viewpoint" is integratedin the valid time dimension which is responsible for the current presentationof the temporal world. Only those objects and their representation are shownwhich are valid at the time given by the current viewpoint (like a time-slice orsnapshot of the temporal world). The extended Viewpoint node speci�es spatialand temporal key locations given by the �elds position, orientation, and validtime.Viewpoint {...exposedField SFRotation orientation 0 0 1 0exposedField SFVec3f position 0 0 10exposedField SFTime validTime 0.0 # added...} Changing the valid time allows the viewer to move through the temporaldimension of the world (i.e. doing a time journey), interactively via the newnavigation paradigms or automatically by animating the �eld validTime of theViewpoint node via the TimeInterpolator. The TimeInterpolator node interpol-ates linearly among a list of time values speci�ed in the �eld keyValue.TimeInterpolator {eventIn SFFloat set_fractionexposedField MFFloat key []exposedField MFTime keyValue []eventOut SFTime value_changed} The navigation paradigmdescribes the way the position, orientation and validtime of the current viewpoint may be changed. Two new navigation paradigmsare introduced which can be set in the �eld type of the NavigationInfo node to ex-plore the temporal domain of the visualization: TIME WALK and TIME STUDY.TIME WALK allows walking with changing speed forward or backward in the



temporal domain, TIME STUDY allows to investigate the local surrounding ofthe current valid time.The temporal navigation is performed in parallel to the spatial navigation andglobally to the scene, i.e. synchronously to all objects de�ned in the temporalVRML-world. This is more intuitive for the viewer and the presented sceneis easier to be understood and recognized than if the local valid time of eachobject is changed independently like in [14]. Instead, if some applications (e.g.scheduling, simulations) need to view simultaneously objects at di�erent validtimes, it is easier to temporally move the valid period of these objects along thevalid time dimension.6.5 Temporal Legend and Temporal Data PresentationA temporal legend is developed to facilitate two main functions [21]: a) interact-ing with the temporal domain of the visualization and b) interpreting the showngraphics in the temporal sense, i.e. distinguishing between a cartographic andtemporal animation. In order to perform these functions the legend consists oftwo components (Fig. 1):{ the controls allow to navigate interactively in the temporal domain accordingto the navigation paradigms, to jump to a newly set current time value, andto start an animation with user-de�ned speed and direction over a speci�edperiod;{ the time display shows textually the current valid time used for temporalpresentation as, e.g. a date, numbers, or simulation ticks since a pre-de�nedtime origin.For temporal analysis, a presentation of the temporal data components maybe valuable. This is done in a temporal overview which renders the times of ex-istence (valid period) of the temporal graphical objects in relation to the currentvalid times over the current visible part of the time line. This is important forevent-oriented graphical objects with a moment-like valid period which, gener-ally, are hard to be discovered while navigating temporally because they oftenfall between two presented snapshots. The rendered valid periods are enhancedwith symbolized information, such as the base points of change, the type of ver-sions, and the information if the time de�nition is cyclic or linked to anothervalid period. Additionally, a standard or user-de�ned cyclic reference devision ofthe time line (e.g. in years, weeks) is displayed for a better orientation in time.In this implementation the legend and temporal overview are integrated inthe browser's display to facilitate a link to the currently presented VRML-world.Two further exploratory methods are implemented: temporal focusing andtemporal brushing. In temporal focusing all events and objects are shown whichare valid at a user-de�neable period. In temporal brushing several periods ofthe time line may be selected which then constitute the new temporal basisfor temporal navigation. This technique �lters certain periods in time and isoften used with a cyclic perspective of time to analyse long-time trends of cyclicphenomena (e.g. wheather cycles) [16].



Time Display

Valid Periods of Temporal Objects Current Valid Time

Temporal OverviewNavigation ControlsFig. 1. Appearance of the temporal legend and temporal overview6.6 Exploring Spatial-Temporal EntitiesThe user's view on data stored in databases is heavily inuenced by conceptualdata modeling whose main constructs are entities with its attributes and rela-tionships. Even spatial data are modeled via the entity concept [39]. The newnode Entity (such as proposed in [8]) is designed to group a set of VRML-nodesforming a spatio-temporal database entity. All entities created by this node typeare grouped in layers and listed in a "entity"-window which can additionally bedisplayed in the user interface.Entity {exposedField SFString id ""exposedField SFString layer ""evenOut SFString selectedIdeventIn SFBool isSelectedexposedField SFBool isVisible TRUEexposedField SFBool isHighlighted FALSEexposedField MFNode shape []exposedField MFNode attribute []} Program logic, located internally or externally of a VRML-world, can beused to switch visibility (�eld isVisible), to highlight (�eld isHighlighted) or toselect (�eld isSelected) one entity. In the latter case it causes the entity to sendits id (via the �eld selectedId) back to the scene where this information may beused to interact with a database [8]. The �eld shape contains the possibly time-variant shape, the �eld attribute the possibly time-variant detail informations ofthe entity which are displayed textually in an additional "entity details"-windowand which are also sensitive on temporal navigation. Detailed information maybe meta data or non-spatial entity characteristics. The following node types areallowed in that �eld which have no graphical e�ect.NumericalAttribute {exposedField SFString nameexposedField SFNode validPeriod



exposedField MFInt32 versionTypeexposedField MFFloat valueeventOut SFFloat value_changed} Similar node types exist for temporal textual (TextAttribute) and temporaltime attributes (TimeAttribute). The �eld value changed returns the currentlyvalid value of the time-variant attribute back to the scene while navigating tem-porally.Based on this entity concept, some of the exploratory tools mentioned inthe preceding section are implemented to allow private investigation of spatio-temporal data. Layers of entities can be made interactively (un)visible to reducethe amount of displayed information and facilitate the concentration on certainfeatures (information hiding). A linked brushing method is implemented betweenthe "entity"-window, the presented scene and the temporal overview to locateand distinquish entities in di�erent context. In temporal comparison the viewerapply a temporal transformation (move, scale) to the time de�nition of one singleentity to simultaneously compare and �nd correlations in the spatio-temporalbehaviour of entities which are normally temporally distanced.7 ApplicationsTwo example applications show how the proposed VRML-nodes are used to ex-plore spatio-temporal data sets for decision support: visualizing temporal �nite-element method (FEM) data in water management and temporal GIS-data inurban planning. Each visualization is published in the internet [43], stored as anormal VRML-�le, and can be presented and explored with the described toolsusing a standard VRML-Browser and the implementation of the proposed nodetypes [43].7.1 Visualizing Temporal FEM-DataIn water management, FEM-simulation are often used to solve optimizationproblems in order to support the decision process [15]: In a high water regionthe ground water head has to be kept below a certain level utilizing several wellswhose yearly pumping cost has to be minimized according to the temporal owand rise of new ground water. In Fig. 2 (visualized with Netscape Navigator andCosmo's CosmoPlayer), several snapshots of two ground water heads, i.e. theoriginal, already practiced (black) and the optimized (dark grey) pumping rate,over 4 years are shown including the location of the well, some control points(dark grey bars), di�erent depth levels (almost transparent grey rectangle) andthe upper level (dark grey rectangle). Aspects of anlaysis are the spatio-temporalbehaviour of the ground water head at times when the pumping rate changes,the well's spatial inuence on the ground water ow process, and correlationsand di�erences between the two ground water heads.



Fig. 2. Snapshots showing two temporal ground water headsThe VRML-�le contains two resulting FEM-simulation data sets (106 FEs)mapped onto colored triangle irregular networks (TIN) at 160 di�erent validtimes. The time-referenced TINs are modelled as the base points of a geometricaltime series which during presentation yields a continuously changing shape bylinear interpolation. The VRML-�le's size is about 10 MB, compressed 1.5 MB.7.2 Visualizing Temporal GIS-DataIn this example the proposed VRML-nodes are used to visualize a set of syn-thetically produced temporal GIS-data representing the possible data of anurban planning application. i.e. constructions and natural objects (e.g. build-ings, places, streets, parcs, trees) and events (e.g. reconstruction, demolition) ofthe historical development of a city (Fig. 3). Aspects of analysis are the visualiz-ation of historical maps and city views, the architectural and social developmentof certain city districts as well as periods of much construction activity.
Fig. 3. Snapshots showing historical views of a cityThe data stored as the temporal visualization are sets of entities with time-variant geometries and appearances which exist at di�erent periods in time. Thetime-variant sea level changes according to the tides. Note, that the waves areanimated not by valid but by system time which can not be changed by theviewer. This time concept can be used for further cartographic techniques, such



as object ashing for getting attention, time-variant symbols (e.g. rain symbol)or change in object's representation (e.g. re-expression). The VRML-�le's size isabout 38 kB.8 Discussion and Future WorkOne big advantage of our approach is that each interactive, temporal visualiza-tion can be stored in a �le and integrated in a Web-page for later presentationor publication in the WWW, e.g. for knowledge transmission, cooperative work,marketing or documentation. The exploratory tools are kept with the new lan-guage constructs.The document description language XML may be the new emerging stand-ard for documents containing structured informations in the WWW. Becausegraphics are always a part of documents, their �le formats should be integratedinto this language to allow a tight interaction. X3D is the proposal of the VRML-community to reach this aim [44]. One future plan is the integration of the nodetypes proposed in this paper in this process to feature interactive, temporalvisualizations.Many more exploratory tools are mentioned but not yet implemented, e.g.spatial focusing, spatial transformation, focusing and brushing based on thedetail information, transient labels over visualized data with informations, suchas names, detail informations, time series diagrams or non-spatial time-variantattributes.In this implementation, temporal focusing involves a simple temporal ag-gregation technique which is adequate for events. For temporal graphical ob-jects with longer valid periods only the �rst version is taken until now which isnot adequate. Aggregation techniques which include the time-dependency of thespatial and non-spatial data are more appropriate.Chaotic or non-linear behaviour of objects or object sets, especially, if thecomponents start and cease to exist at di�erent times (e.g. particles, smoke,explosion), is badly described by linear or step-wise functions. More special,i.e. functional, stochastic or evolutionary descriptions would better match theseneeds.Contrary to this proposal, the user handles time information in form of read-able dates and times based on speci�c calendars. For e�ciency, it is assumedthat authoring and presentation systems perform these transformations.One inevitable disadvantage of spatio-temporal data is the size of the de-scription. Generally, the size of each temporal object or attribute descriptionis determined by the non-temporal description multiplied with the number oftime-referenced changes. In relation to static worlds this increases the size ofthe VRML-�le and download time multiple times. There are various approachesto reduce the �le size: Authors can reduce the spatial and temporal descriptionof less important objects by using linear interpolation or aggregation methods,i.e. reducing the number of polygons/vertices and times forming the base pointsof the temporal description. Content-independent approaches discussed by the



VRML-community are: object referencing, �le compression, binary �le formatsor content streaming. Especially content streaming seems to be very useful fortemporal data: the �rst snapshot can already be presented while the others arestill be loaded.The size of the spatio-temporal description leads also to a huge scene graphand object storage in the browser. If no temporal navigation is performed thishas no e�ect on the processing time for each image (i.e. frame rate). However,on each temporal navigation action, performed interactively or via animation,the list of Validperiod nodes is parsed for validity at that speci�c time. If valid,the speci�c version of the object is determined which then changes the spatialappearance of the object in the scene graph. These steps increase processingtime. So, reusing ValidPeriod and ValidTimeSensor nodes for multiple temporalattribute description and reducing the number of versions of each object is goodpractise in describing visualizations. Further techniques may be a level of detailfor the spatial dimension of spatio-temporal objects and a level of interest forthe temporal dimension to reduce the number of temporal objects parsed.A browser-speci�c enhancement concerns the scene graph. Many objects donot need to be processed because they are not visible in the current view de-pending on the current viewpoint position, orientation and valid time. For statictemporal scenes, a spatio-temporal access method may be very usable to reachthe relevant set of objects in a short time [37].9 ConclusionThis paper outlines our approach for a graphic description language for a newtype of visualization, i.e. interactive, temporal visualizations (animations). Since3D-graphics are not adequate for displaying data sets of spatio-temporal data-bases both in a spatial and temporal context, we propose to extend VRML witha new time dimension (valid time) for the description of temporal object inform-ations, and an entity concept to organize graphical data in structures knownfrom database modeling. With these constructs the WWW-based presentationsystems or browsers (like WWW-based visual database interfaces) can o�er arich set of simple and easy to use exploratory tools during presentation to thepublic end user which can be applied for an improved, individual analysis of thedistinct features (information aspects) of spatio-temporal data.References1. Andrienko, G.L., Andrienko, N.V.: Interactive Maps for Visual Data Exploration.On: ICA Commission on Visualization Meeting, Warshaw (1998)2. Advanced Visual Systems Inc.: AVS/Express. At: http://www.avs.com3. Bernard, L., Schmidt, B., Streit, U., Uhlenk�uken, C.: Managing, Modeling andVisualizing High-Dimensional Spatio-temporal Data in an Integrated System. In:GeoInformatica 2(1). Kluwer Academics Publishers (1998) 59-774. Bertin, J.: Semiology of Graphics: Diagrams, Networks, Maps. University of Wis-consin Press (1983)
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